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[Vol. 46:291 Suppose at the outset of a state criminal homicide prosecution, the defendant moves to exclude incriminating evidence 4 the police had found in an open field on his property, just inside the fence. In moving to suppress, the defendant relies on the Fourth AmendmentS as applied to the states via the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 6 He submits that, because the police enter~d the field without a search warrant, the "fruits of the search," i.e., the gun, must be suppressed. The State demurs on the ground that no warrant was required to search the field-the defendant is simply mistaken in suggesting otherwise. ' The state court, however, accepts the defendant's view that the Supreme Court case supporting the State's position has been called into serious question. 8 Admitting the issue is uncertain, the state court nonetheless rules in the defendant's favor. It therefore grants the motion to suppress.
Following ineffective interlocutory appeal by the State through the state courts, the case then arrives, via petition of the State, at the United States Supreme Court, to review the critical state court ruling on the Fourth Amendment question. The Supreme Court reverses in an opinion by the Chief Justice (seven justices concur-4. Such evidence might be, for example, the discarded gun used to kill the victim (as confirmed in ballistic tests), which is registered to the defendant and bears powder traces exactly matching traces found on the defendant's hand.
The Fourth Amendment reads:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, suppOl1ed by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized. 6. For the proposition that the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process Clause makes applicable to the states the Fourth Amendment provisions regarding searches and seizures, the defendant rightly relies on Ker v. California, 374 U.S. 23 (1963) ring, one dissenting) and remands the case for trial. It holds that no warrant was required.
9 The Court sums up:
A state court does not deprive a person of liberty "without due process" merely by admitting evidence against him which was found by police in the course of an open field search. The State commits no constitutional wrong under the Fourth Amendment in having acquired evidence in this manner, for we hold the Fourth Amendment is inapplicable in these circumstances. So, too, the State commits no constitutional wrong under the Fourteenth Amendment, which merely applies the Fourth Amendment equally to the states. Accorc;lingly, the state law (here, its law of criminal procedure) governing the admissibility of such evidence does not as applied infringe any due process right of the accused. The decision below is reversed, the judgment vacated, and the case remanded for trial.
Against the background of this clear holding from the Court, we now turn to an act of Congress that presumes to dictate the opposite outcome-i.e., an act directing the exclusion of the incriminating evidence in the remanded state court proceedings,1O despite the State's successful appeal to the Supreme Court.
Enacted the year following the Supreme Court's decision, the act reflects Congress' disapproval of any state that would presume to take seriously-much less in any way rely on-the view of the Supreme Court (rather than the dissent) as a "correct" statement of "the law." Congress first expresses its disdain for the Supreme Court's opinion and, having done so, moves to enact the dissent, recast in the following words:
No court of any state shall admit as evidence in any civil or criminal proceeding anything taken from any field owned by one who has not consented to its search, absent a warrant issued by a neutral magistrate on a finding of probable cause.
The obvious question promptly presents itself. For at once the State wants to know on what basis Congress presumes to command its courts and dictate its rules of evidence in this way.u 10. And the consequent release of the person charged with homicide (because of the compelled suppression of the most critical evidence tending to establish his guilt).
11. The question raised by the State concerns the entitlement of Congress to set does) and that, as enacted-solely to declare how federal statutes are to be affected-the RFRA does not so favor religion as to run afoul of the Establishment Clause (or the implied Equal Protection Clause of the Fifth Amendment). See 85 (1977) (holding that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, by calling for reasonable rather than absolute accommodation and extending that requirement to all religious beliefs and practices rather than protecting only Sabbath observance, is an anti-discrimination law rather than an endorsement of religion and therefore is valid under the Establishment Clause), with Estate of Thornton v. Caldor, Inc., 472 U.S. 703, 710-11 (1985) (striking, on Establishment Clause grounds, a Connecticut statute that provided Sabbath observers with an absolute right not to work on their Sabbath).
may prescribe such rules of evidence, generally, as it thinks appropriateP All concede, however, that Congress is given no such power in respect to the states, their rules of evidence, or their COurts.
14 After conceding this general point when the case is on remand to the trial court, counsel for the defendant says the following:
The answer to that question is ... that the power to adopt this act requiring this court to exclude the evidence in question . . . well, it comes from the last section of the Fourteenth Amendment itself. And insofar as Congress is given this kind of power pursuant to Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, and has exercised it to prevent this court from considering this evidence, its act forbidding consideration of this evidence is necessarily entitled to control in the state courts pursuant to the Supremacy Clause in Article VI.
Well, we quite agree with defense counsel as to the Supremacy Clause in Article VI. But, of course, that clause is not the source of Congress' power to have adopted this (or any other) act. 1S As to that, we must look to the other part of the answer provided. Puzzled by counsel's response, but interested to see whether he could possibly be correct, we turn to the section of the Constitution that he has invoked for the act of Congress, and we read it. This is what Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment says:
13. See Palermo v. United States, 360 U.S. 343, 353 n.ll (1959) ("Congress has the power to prescribe rules of procedure for the federal courts, and has from the earliest days exercised that power. . . . The power of this Court to prescribe rules of procedure and evidence for the federal courts exists only in the absence of a relevant Act of Congress."). And whether Congress puts the explanation for its rules of evidence on the ground of mere policy preference rather than anything more profound (such as a belief that they-or some of them-are constitutionally required) is, for the courts, really neither here nor there. There are, of course, limits to Congress' power to prescribe procedures and rules of evidence, see, e.g., United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128, 146 (1872), but none would be implicated by a rule of the sort here.
14. See The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article. 16 And the question immediately prompts itself: What "provision," if any, of "this article," does this act of Congress merely "enforce"?17
It may be the case-indeed, it probably is the case-that the clause commits to Congress the authority to provide for the punishment of local law enforcement personnel who conduct unlawful searches and seizures (i.e., those pursued in disregard of Fourth Amendment restrictions applicable to the states by force of Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment). Such a law, were it adopted by Congress, might well forcefully illustrate what it means to say (as Section 5 does say) that Congress shall have power to "enforce" (i.e., compel observance of) that which the Fourteenth Amendment enjoins. 18 And, in order to further deter unlawful searches and seizures, possibly Congress could, by statute, forbid the state's use of evidence wrongly obtained by the police (Le., obtained by means that the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments disallow).
Here, however, Congress has done neither of these things, nor anything even faintly like them. Rather, Congress has claimed no less than an authority to review the Supreme Court for constitutional error. This is the power Congress now claims:
Whether or not the Supreme Court is of the view that the Fourteenth Amendment does not forbid open field searches absent consent of the owner or a warrant issued by a neutral magistrate on a showing of probable cause, we think (or at least we are prepared to declare) that it would be a better interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment if it did. And we shall treat the 16. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 5. 17. That is, what provision does the act merely compel the state scrupulously to respect (or hold the state accountable for failing to respect)? The standard dictionary definition of "enforce" is merely "[tlo compel observance of or obedience to." AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY 610 (3d ed. 1992). The same term, "enforce," appears in matching clauses of several other amendments as well. See U.S. CONST. amend. XIII, § 2; U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 2; U.S. CONST. amend. XV, § 2; U.S. CONST. amend. XVI, § 2; U.S. CONST. amend. XVIII, § 2, repealed by U.S. CONST. amend. XXI; U.S. CONST. amend. XIX; U.S. CONST. amend. XXIII, § 2.
18. Indeed, there is a federal statute that does authorize the federal prosecution of state or local police in these circumstances-and, to be sure, it was adopted by Congress pursuant to Section 5. See 18 U.S.C. § 242 (1994).
Fourteenth Amendment, therefore, as if it did. In our view, that is a far better proposition than that which the opinion of the Supreme Court happens to reflect. We think ourselves as much entitled to measure the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment's coverage as are the members of the Supreme Court and, insofar as we deem it appropriate, by suitable legislation adopted for the purpose, we may render the Supreme Court's opinion altogether moot.
Moreover, there is a significant advantage to our understanding of the power vested in us by Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. For it is only through our understanding that we can gain a rightful authority to override a much larger number of state laws, and further magnify federal authority over the states, as well as to override unacceptable decisions by the Supreme Court. Thus, our understanding of our superior role vis-avis the Supreme Court, as vested in us pursuant to Section 5, is this: it enables us to review decisions of the Supreme Court as a super-Supreme Court and to say wherein the Supreme Court has erred in sustaining some state law or state practice as one that is not forbidden by Section 1. When, moreover, a case arises that draws into question whether a given state practice does or does not violate the Fourteenth Amendment, and the Court says it does not, but we say it should nevertheless be deemed to do so, declaring our superseding and superior power to proceed in this fashion pursuant to Section 5, courts shall yield to our view and decide the case accordingly. For if the state statute is in conflict with our interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment as we have presumed to declare it by law, the case shall be brought speedily to an end-decided as this Congress decrees shall be done. 19 
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19. Compare this hypothetical language to strikingly parallel provisions in the RFRA. In § 2000bb(a)(5), Congress asserts its strong preference for a different First and Fourteenth Amendment standard-~>ne it deems more suitable "for striking sensible balances between religious liberty and competing prior governmental interests"-than the Supreme Court has determined either amendment requires of a state. Compare RFRA § 2000bb-1(b) (protecting the free exercise of religion from governmental burden unless such restriction furthers a "compelling governmental interest" and "is the least restrictive means of furthering that . . . interest") with Employment Div. v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 878-79 (1990) (holding that a law whose objective is not to prohibit the free exercise of religion does not violate the First Amendment, even though the incidental effects of "a generally applicable and otherwise valid provision" do restrict free exercise). In the sections that follow, Congress then presumes to prohibit any state law that does not satisfy the standard it sets out, a standard that "substitutes" for the less restrictive test that the Court has declared to be, in the Court's view, all that the First and Fourteenth Amendments require. Two sorts of objections were raised by the opponents of this Congress-empowering proposal. First, the rights contained therein were not self-executing. Absent Congressional action, there would be nothing for the courts to apply. In other words, the amendment would be meaningless, except insofar as Congress provided affirmative legislation (which it could of course repeal at any time). Second, the proposed amendment at the same time would commit too much intrusive power to Congress by providing Congress with the power to OllSt state legislative jurisdiction to whatever extent it might presume to see fit. [Vol. 46:291 B.
The case we have just examined is no different than were Congress alternatively, or additionally, to prescribe by federal law that "no state shall provide for the trial of any person charged with a violation of any of its criminal statutes by a jury consisting of fewer than twelve persons" -though the state law might itself provide for a jury of, say, six, or eight, rather than twelve. Must each state now comply with this act of Congress, alter its practice, accept the additional costs, and empanel only juries conforming to the congressional demand? There is no basis on which it should feel so obliged. The reason is exactly the same as in the case we just examined, namely, no authority is granted to Congress to demand any such condition as this, and certainly none at all under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Congress may believe that persons accused of various crimes ought to have all manner of extra, constitutionally unrequired, protections when subjected to criminal trial in state court-whether those protections be, for example, a twelve-person jury,22 or representation by "no fewer than two counsel" rather than one.23 A state may itself agree as a matter of policy, and may surely choose to so provide, by statute or in its constitution. But of course it need not. And, in not agreeing, it may make different provisions with respect to its criminal trials-with no suggestion that, in so doing, it in any way acts contrary to the Fourteenth Amendment.
And, indeed, the Supreme Court has expressly assured each state that this is so, declaring that the "due process of law" does not require twelve-person juries. Rather, it requires only that no 22. Or perhaps, for that matter, a fourteen-person jury. Note that the theory pursuant to which Congress claims power to "enforce" the Fourteenth Amendment'S Due Process Clause is that Section 5 provides Congress not merely ample authority to ensure that every state meets its due process obligations (clearly the point of giving power to Congress, in Section 5, to "enforce" the article "by appropriate legislation")-but also authority to require the states to go beyond any and all measures deemed sufficient by the Supreme Court to bring the state into full compliance with the Due Process Clause. And if that is so, it seems merely to be a matter of congressional determination to say "how much more" the state must do. For example, if twelve is "better" due process than six, surely fourteen may be even "better" due process than twelve?
23. And, again, it may be able so to provide with respect to all federal criminal trials. With respect to prescribing the conditions of such purely federal trials, Congress is not limited merely to providing that they be conducted in a manner not inconsistent with the constitutional guarantees of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments. See supra text accompanying notes 12-13. state criminal trial jury shall consist of fewer than six jurors.
24 An act of Congress mandating that each state must nevertheless empanel larger juries to conduct felony trials-juries of no fewer than twelve persons-cannot be said to be legislation "authorized" by Section 5, for such legislation "enforces" nothing required by any clause in the Fourteenth Amendment according to the Supreme COurt. 25 What, then, does this act do? It overreaches congressional authority by presuming to mandate a policy which Congress might wish each state to adopt, but which each state obviously need not adopt in order to be in full compliance with the Fourteenth Amendment. It is, at best, a proposal-one that Congress may very well encourage,26 but one that it has no constitutional basis 24. See Ballew v. Georgia, 435 U.S. 223, 239 (1978) . 25. By way of contrast, an act so doing-that is, an act of Congress actually (and merely) "enforcing" the Fourteenth Amendment due process right to trial by a jury of no fewer than six persons-would be an act that provided a secure means of overturning any conviction obtained with a jury of fewer than that minimum number. And, to be sure, there is such an act. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 2241(c)(3) (1994) (federal habeas available in just this way). It might also be an act that provided for civil damages against the offending state personnel, or even against the state as such. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § § 1983, 1985, 1986 (1994) . Nor would the Eleventh Amendment bar Congress from providing that remedy directly against the state in federal court. See Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445, 456 (1976) . It might be an act that imposed federal criminal sanctions against state officials who knowingly denied this Fourteenth Amendment right to an accused. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § § 241, 242 (1994) (criminal sanctions applicable in such a case); Ex parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 344-49 (1879) (sustaining federal prosecution of state judge for excluding black citizens from petit and grand jury service). It could even include an act that provided for the immediate removal into federal court of any case wherein the accused would be unable to "enforce" that right. See, e.g., Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, 311-12 (1879). The point of these examples is that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment does, indeed, grant to Congress considerable authority to secure to each person every right the Supreme Court agrees is furnished by Section 1. Indeed, it authorizes Congress to put federal armed forces at the disposal of the President to assure that federal court orders respecting the enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment as declared by the Supreme Court shall not be obstructed or ignored by state governments-it authorizes enforcement with very real "teeth." See Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1, 12 (1958) (mentioning, in a case upholding a federal court desegregation order, the President's use of federal troops to enforce that order (implicitly approved by Congress».
26. To be sure, Congress may provide such "encouragement" by qualifying the availability of federal funds to assist states in the costs of operating their systems for administering justice-i.e., it might restrict eligibility for such assistance to states that provide for twelve-person juries. See Board of Educ. v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 226 (1990) (upholding the Equal Access Act, which prohibits public secondary schools receiving federal financial assistance from denying student organizations equal access to school facilities on the basis of the content, including religious content, of their speech). We do not pause to examine that possible use of the spending power "with strings attached." No such law or proposal [Vol. 46:291 to mandate.
The provisions of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA)27 stand on exactly the same empty ground and are utterly indistinguishable. They are no different from the two examples we have now examined, or endless others we might just as easily propose. Perhaps it will be useful to provide just one more illustration, nonetheless, simply to make the point very clear.
c.
We turn, then, to a third example. Imagine a Congress, a "liberal" Congress-one much more tolerant of, or even supportive of, sexually explicit speech (including "obscenity") than the First Amendment requires it to be.28 If it wishes to embrace such a more tolerant policy, Congress may surely do so-it may assuredly relax or repeal such federal statutes (such as those governing the U.S. Post Office) as may currently restrict obscenity.29 Yet, although one readily concedes that this is so, nothing gives Congress any similar prerogative with respect to state and local laws-laws that are not of its creation and thus not similarly subject to its legislative preferences. It has no power, for example, to set aside a carefully and narrowly drawn anti-obscenity ordinance in Los 29. Note that in so doing, however, Congress would not be exercising a power to "enforce" the First Amendment. No such power is given to Congress; the First Amendment is not an empowering clause; it is a disabling clause (i.e., it disables Congress). Nor does the Necessary and Proper Clause apply, for that clause merely equips Congress to enact legislation suitable, in its view, to "carry into execution" such "powers" as are otherwise vested in it-and the First Amendment vests none in it (or in anyone else). local ordinance presuming to regulate or restrict obscene material shall be deemed to be valid in any court).
To be sure, Congress need not be impressed with the Court's interpretations of the First Amendment,31 and so need not "conform" to them in its own legislation-it may permit freer circulation of obscene materials, as far as its own statutes are concerned, than the Supreme Court says it must alloW. 32 But it can scarcely claim to be "enforcing" any provision in the Fourteenth Amendment when it seeks to insulate local purveyors of obscene material from answering to constitutionally valid and unexceptional state and local laws fully sustained in the Supreme Court. Insofar as those state and local laws are consistent with the First and Fourteenth Amendments, the states owe no one an apology for enacting and fairly enforcing them. Nor is there any authority in Congress to forbid the states to do so, under pretense of "enforcing" the Fourteenth Amendment itself. 33 31. For example, it may feel that the Court's interpretations are "too narrow," or "too rigid," or "insufficiently appreciative of the value of free speech. 33. To override state laws forbidding the sale or possession of obscene materials the Court holds unprotected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments, Congress would need to rely on some other power than that vested by Section 5. For example, it might rely on the power to "regulate commerce . . . among the several states," as vested in Congress in Article I, pursuant to which it may protect trade in such publications it prefers to be freely circulated in the United States without interference by state laws. The RFRA makes no claim under the Commerce Clause, nor, given its reach-it presumes to reach literally every state law or practice-could it do so with any hope of being sustained. Cf, United States v. Lopez, 115 S. Ct. 1624, 1634 (1995) (holding that the Commerce Clause, although broad, is not so expansive to convert CongreSSional authority to a general pOlice power of the sort retained by the states). . It effectively displaces the decision, requiring the use of less intrusive subpoenas (rather than more physically intrusive search warrants) by police when material is sought of newspapers or other publishers, subject to certain exceptions (e.g., when "there is reason to believe ... immediate seizure ... is necessary to prevent ... destruction" of the material). 42 U.S.C. § 2000aa(b)(1)-(3). In contrast with the RFRA, however, the Privacy Protection Act is expressly tied to the Commerce Clause-specifically, it is solely applicable to work in preparation for newspapers, book publiShers, and broadcast companies "in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce." Id.
§ 2000aa(a), (b) (emphasis added). The RFRA makes no such pretense, of course, and also has no such limiting provision; again, it applies to every state law, whatever its sub- 38. Nor, under Smith, would the state need to empanel a jury of more than six merely to "accommodate" a defendant who adheres, in good faith, to a religion forbidding him, under pain of everlasting damnation, to be tried by a jury of fewer than twelve jurors. By way of contrast, under the RFRA this evidently would-or certainly might-be required of the state (since it would be easy enough, on such occasions, to empanel a jury of twelve and avoid a "substantial burden" on the accused). Our position here is the same as elsewhere, namely: if Congress, in its peculiar wisdom, wishes to provide for highly "religion-specific accommodations" in federal trials, perhaps it may do so as a matter of policy (despite what should strike many as an inappropriate form of religion-favoring inconsistent with the Establishment Clause). But, however that may be, Congress has no equivalent authority to impose such a policy on any state-not pursuant to anything in Article I, nor anything in Article nI, nor anything in Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment itself.
. 39. See New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) ("It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous spective authority, on such policy terms as it deems best for itself.40 They have command of their own policies, nothing more. 41 Congress, of course, does nothing wrong when it merely enacts legislation which it believes, in good faith, to be appropriate to enforce the constitutional obligations of each state as set out in Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Frequently Congress may have no choice other than to move ahead with legislation-matters may seem to call for positive measures of enforcement in a time or in a setting where there remains genuine uncertainty concerning the scope of the obligations imposed by Section 1. No one contends that Congress must somehow "wait" for the Supreme Court's determination of the issue. Nevertheless, whenever Congress so conducts itself, it is necessarily for the Court eventually to say, once that Congressional assertion respecting each state's obligation has been challenged (as eventually it may be), whether Congress has got the matter right, or got it quite wrong.42 And here, unless "while COngress has substantial power under the Constitution to encourage the States to provide for the disposal of the radioactive waste generated within their borders, the Constitution does not confer upon Congress the ability simply to compel the States to do so").
43. 494 U.S. fr72 (1990). The possibility is a substantial one. The decision was five-tofour, and Justice Souter has since disclaimed any willingness to invest Smith with any courtesy of stare decisis, see Church of Lukumi Babalu Aye v. Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 559 (1993) (Souter, J., concurring). Ironically, however, the effrontery of the RFRA should make the prospect of such an overruling less, rather than more, likely. For the COurt to overrule Smith in these circumstances would itself suggest a form of judicial truckling to COngress wholly unworthy of the Court. See Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 845-46 (1992) (declining the government's invitation to overrule Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), out of concern for "principles of institutional integrity and the rule of stare decisis").
II.
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The flaw in the RPRA is not so simple as "Congress has instructed the Supreme Court how to interpret the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment.,,44 Congress has not done this; the Act's defenders are quite correct on this There are such cases, to be sure. That is, there are cases where resolution of the legal dispute would plunge a court into matters more appropriately deemed internal ecclesiastical disputes-matters with respect to which the Court has declared secular authority may not presume to take sides. See Smith was not decided on the basis that requiring a court to decide whether a state law impinges in some "substantial way" on a person's "religious" practices or beliefs would per se unconstitutionally entangle that court in deciding essentially religious questions. It does not. As the Court itself has often enough observed, it is perfectly possible for there to be a "religion of one"-that is, an individual's wholly personal "religion" which is nevertheless one's religion, though no ordinary church or religion would recognize it. See -31) . In that case, a religiously anguished landlord sought relief from a state anti-discrimination statute exposing her to damages for refusing to rent to unmarried cohabiting couples. (To do so, according to her good faith religious beliefs, would impermissibly implicate her in committing a sin-that is, facilitating their immoral living arrangement.) She presented two distinct federal claims, using 42 U.S.C. § 1983 as the vehicle for both. The first claim was that the statute as applied to her was invalid under the First Amendment, as applied through the Fourteenth Amendment. Applying solely the Supreme Court's First Amendment standards as provided in Smith by Justice Scalia (writing for the Court), the state supreme court rejected her claim. See id. at 918-21. The issue was deemed easy. The impugned state law was neutral on its face and was of general application, and there was no suggestion that it had The RFRA is, rather, closer in its design to the statute at issue in United States v. Klein . 48 In that 1870 statute, Congress instructed the Court as to the legal effect ~f a presidential pardon.49 The statute thus breached separation of powers both with respect to the president's pardon power (i.e., nullifying it) and with respect to the judicial power (i.e., dictating the legal effect of a presidential pardon). With the RFRA, the directive is to dictate the legal effect courts are to give to any party's free exercise c1aim-directing the court to give it the legal effect appropriate in Congress' view (as stipulated in the statute), contrary to the judicial understanding of the Free Exercise Clause.
5o The RFRA been adopted out of any religious animus. Nor was there any additional constitutional claim entwined with her religious claim. Thus all the criteria of Smith were readily met. That having been decided, the court then separately examined her claim based on the different (and more stringent) provisions of the RFRA, pursuant to which it narrowly concluded that the act was valid as applied. Ct. 193 (1996) . Here, a Native American st!lte prisoner challenged a prison regulation restricting hair length and the prison's lack of a suitable sweat lodge. Using 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the prisoner alleged a claim under the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause and a claim under the RFRA. Although the majority denied both claims, the dissent made it plain that-were he to find the RFRA constitutional-he would permit the RFRA challenge (but not the Free Exercise challenge) of the hair regulation to proceed. Id. at 1557 (McMillian, J., dissenting).
Each of these cases is highly instructive in a different way, however, for each also indicates very well the intended effect of the RFRA. What is that "intended effect"? It is that while the RFRA does not affect how a court adjudicates the First Amendment claim, it takes steps to ensure that any such adjudication will no longer matter. Nothing need turn on it-the very purpose of the Act is to ensure that this will be so, to marginalize any such determination by the court, and to do so, moreover, to the point of making it a virtual irrelevancy (in effect, to reduce it to mere trash). Each of the cases just noted illustrates the point perfectly well, as do the cases cited infra at note 51.
48 641 (1966) . The reasoning (such as it is) sustaining the Morgan statute is readily distinguishable. Judge Smalkin's observation was that in cases of the Morgan genus, Congress relied on a "specially informed legislative competence"-not competence with respect to the "proper meaning" of the constitutional provision in question, but rather a "special competence" (such as it may be) to examine specific problematic areas. Keeler, 928 F. Supp. at 602-03 (quoting Morgan, 384 U.S. at 656). According to this paradigm, Congress would (a) take a hard look into a particular subject (e.g., literacy tests, race, and voting rights); (b) take a measure of the area as it deems warranted (e.g., review where such tests are given, how they tend to be applied, the extent to which they may lend themselves to improper application, the extent to which that has in fact occurred, etc.); (c) measure the adequacy of current means to address the problem(s); and, when Congress deems it appropriate to do so, (d) propose by statute a suitable additional measure convincing to Congress as a necessary and proper one-a statute to be respected insofar as courts can see a "reasonable basis" for it, given Congress' findings, such as they are. Legitimate Morgan cases, such as they are, are of this retail kind. See, e.g., City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156, 176-77 (1980) ; Fullilove v. K1utznick, 448 U.S. 448, 476-78 (1980) . Even the statute at issue in Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970), retained more (though not enough) of this character than anything akin to the RFRA. See Brest, supra note 32, at 72-78. To model another act of Congress so as to more nearly resemble the RFRA, in the very sense that Judge Smalkin had in mind (in correctly concluding that the RFRA dictates the substance of judicial review in all cases colorably asserting a Free Exercise claim), one would need an act declaring nothing in reference to any specific "problemarea" of equal protection cases. It would be an act simply declaring a very strong view of what the Equal Protection Clause forbids-for example, an act providing that: "No act or action of any kind by any state or local government substantially more burdensome to some persons within the jurisdiction of the state than to other persons within the same state, shall be adopted or applied by any state." The statute, if it were truly akin to the RFRA in both purpose and effect, would further declare that: "It is the express purpose of this act to make it of no legal consequence (and thus no defense to the state) that nothing the state has done or failed to do is inconsistent with any provision in the Fourteenth Amendment merely according to the Supreme Court." means (and declares that it means) to make the alleged "right" of the complaining party carry more by way of entitlement than the Court has declared the Constitution provides. It does not put too fine a point on the matter to say that the RFRA is meant to make the lack of a meritorious First Amendment claim (an "unmeritorious" claim, in the Supreme Court's view) utterly irrelevant. 51 The RFRA thus presupposes that the courts will reject the First Amendment claim or defense as "without merit" so long as Smith remains intact.
52 (Indeed, it is only in such a circumstance that the RFRA has any work of its own.) Yet for all that (and herein is the anomaly), it purports still to be an act providing for the mere "enforcement" of the First Amendmenii 52. In this respect, moreover, it is very much like the statute involved in Klein. See supra notes 48-49 and accompanying text In that instance, too, Congress presupposed that without its instruction respecting the judicial use to be made of the pardon Klein relied upon, the Court was likely to treat that pardon exactly in the manner Klein proposed. Congress sought to "veto" that presumed treatment, by its directive to the Court. See id. 53. Or, rather, the "enforcement" of the Fourteenth Amendment-specifically, the "liberty due process" feature that is deemed to apply the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause co-equally to the states. See, e.g., Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 303-04 (1940). The RFRA's theory is that Congress can make water run uphill, by finding "rights" in the Fourteenth Amendment (namely, special entitlements to exemptions from laws of general application) notwithstanding the Supreme Court's view that no rights of this exceptional sort are encompassed by the First Amendment (Vol. 46:291 does not prohibit) may be inconsistent with its own. 54 In turn, that the RFRA "just happens" to select the standards it directs all courts to apply from previous (but now discarded) views of the Supreme Court (views the Court once thought, but no longer thinks, appropriate as a matter of First Amendment law)-rather than from some other source-is made irrelevant under the Act.
The Act enacts what it enacts. But it is not irrelevant under the Constitution insofar as the question under the Constitution is where Congress got the authority to substitute these standards, such that they now become "the supreme law of the land. , at 219 (quite unembarrassedly describing the RFRA as meant to be "a replacement for the Free Exercise Clause" and, as a replacement, "as universal as the Free Exercise Clause") (emphasis added). An act that is a "replacement" for a provision in the Constitution (and "as universal" as the provision it "replaces"), however, can hardly be described in the same breath as merely an "enforcement" of the very thing it replaces, or so one may quite properly-perhaps even tartIy-suggest. And there can be no doubt that the Act was intended as that replacement.
The Act thus does not stand merely on a claim that it is simply an appropriate senting justices 55 and thus empowers it to determine how the states are to be governed. 56
But if, indeed, Congress has this special power, there is little reason to think that it must find the standards it enacts in even some past (discarded) or some current (dissenting) opinion of the Supreme Court, rather than, say, finding them in some well-written article by Douglas Laycock,57 or in a column by George Will or 55. Compare the following version of the RFRA:
In any case where the free exercise claim would fail under the First Amendment according to the majority in Smith, but not fail under the First Amendment according to the dissent in Smith, the court shall-according to our instruction-decide the case before it in the manner directed by the dissent in Smith, namely, in the following manner [etc.
]. In what way, if any, does this differ from the RFRA? Not at all. Indeed, Congress did enact this statute, merely rephrased-this is the RFRA.
56. Although, note, not how Congress itself is to be governed. For the RFRA provides an exemption from its own provisions for any act of Congress that expressly exempts itself ( § 2000bb-3(b) of the Act so provides), no such privilege, however, being available by the terms of the Act to any state. This feature of the RFRA is merely further indicative of its anomalous and spudous claims. On the one hand, the statute purports to do no more than "enforce" a clause (the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment) made merely as binding on the states by force of the Fourteenth Amendment as it is already on Congress. On the other hand, the statute expressly provides that Congress may pass legislation and provide that the legislation applies uniformly and unexceptionally to all persons (i.e., may exempt itself from the strictures of the RFRA)-such that no court may deem the legislation inapplicable merely because it happens to burden certain religious practices, whether or not it serves any compelling interest. At the same time, of course, Congress makes no claim at all that it can thereby also exempt itself from the Free Exercise Clause as interpreted, understood, and applied by the Supreme Court.
So, for example, Congress may enact any drug control laws it thinks suitable (merely pursuant to the Commerce Clause and the Necessary and Proper Clause), declare the RFRA inapplicable for such reasons as are satisfactory to itself, and count on courts never to subject the law to the standards of the RFRA (which are not, therefore, First Amendment standards after all)-with complete and correct confidence that the law will not be deemed to offend the First Amendment so long as it meets the standards of Smith and so long as Smith itself commands a majority in the Supreme Court. But Congress presumes to maintain that no state law, however neutral (i.e., no matter how similar to its own) could be equally valid, no matter how well it likewise complies with Smith. For, again, so far as the states are concerned, Congress has declared that the Court's view of the First Amendment is not controlling; rather, its own view, "re-enacting" the Sherbert-Yoder test, shall be the First Amendment governing the states-albeit not equally governing itself to the extent it chooses not to be so governed. The coy provisions of the RFRA-with its express, carefully built-in, self-exemption clause-merely further expose the straw of its own construction. It is as if Section 5 empowered Congress to enforce a version of the First Amendment to which the states must do homage, though Congress itself need pay no similar homage except just so far as it feels inclined. Art Buchwald. 58 The source of Congress' inspiration is really of little moment, for nothing turns on it: the challenge, in the sense of which Justice Jackson wrote in Brown v. Allen,59 is the same. Was Congress, in a word, ever put in charge of "overruling" the Supreme Court, and given power to "reverse,,60 the Court's decisions, expediently legislating a dissenting opinion into "law" thereafter to govern, until such time as Congress might experience some change of mind?61 It seems seriously doubtful that this can be SO.62 Rather, a more nearly accurate description respecting Congress' enforcement authority in respect to the prohibitory clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment is very likely this:
When recognized state violations of federal constitutional standards have occurred, Congress is of course empowered by § 5 to take appropriate remedial measures to redress and prevent the wrongs. But it is a judicial question whether the condition with which Congress has thus sought to deal is in truth an infringement of the Constitution, something that is the necessary prerequisite to bringing the § 5 power into play at all. B.
The polar opposite position, on this quintessential separationof-powers question, is laid bare in the view offered by Professor William Cohen. It is that whatever the state would be free to do to relax its law, Congress can do "for it" instead. That is, Congress may impose such rules to limit the states as Congress thinks best, and go as far as the most permissive state could, as a simple domestic policy choice.
64
The Cohen position, however, ultimately frankly detaches itself from any effective pretense of having any real connection at all with Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. In fact, it stands or falls on the utter abandonment of federalism review by the Supreme COurt. 65 It is wholly of a commonplace piece with the Wechsler-Choper federalism thesis, effectively declaring that the courts should simply take the view that the Constitution leaves it to Congress to determine the extent to which the states retain any authority to legislate in any way Congress mayor may not wish them to, regardless of subject matter. 66 The Cohen thesis also 66. The notion, in sum, is that the states were never to receive any judicial protection under the Constitution (i.e., protection through the courts)-that they were solely to breaks with rationalizing the act of Congress as a mere "enforcement" of some constitutional limitation imposed on the states. A simple example should make this plain. We return to the state obscenity law once again.
A state may criminalize obscenity, as we have previously noted, but of course it need not do so. Having once done so, moreover, it may later decide to repeal its anti-obscenity law. It may do so, to be sure, on account of a requirement in its own state constitution "free speech" clause-or it may do so from a belief that either the letter or spirit of the First and Fourteenth Amendments would be more faithfully carried into effect by doing so. But let us suppose that it reaches neither of these conclusions; let us suppose instead that it repeals its anti-obscenity law from no more a sublime (nor less excellent) reason than it might have in similarly deciding to repeal some of its criminal drug laws, namely, the conclusion that these laws simply tend to do more harm than good, that they spawn a heavy criminalized traffic (in drugs, or in obscene materials), that they stimulate criminal activities in much the same way that Prohibition did, and that it is simply time to take a different approach altogether (even as many believe to be warranted in respect to criminalized drugs).
In brief, from the state's view, the matter (as we are here stipulating it to be) is no different in constitutional terms than the state's decision to decriminalize commercial transactions in liquor and other alcoholic beverages. The state is perfectly aware that the Twenty-First Amendment permits it to be a "dry" state and, with that understanding, neither does it believe that there is any "fundamental right" of people to imbibe alcohol. Its decriminalization receive such "protection" as the "built-in structural provisions" of the Constitution might offer (namely, protection at the pleasure of Congress, whatever it might be). This is the of alcohol consumption, or of marijuana consumption, or-indeed-of obscenity consumpti9n, is not and need not be driven by anything so sublime as some notion of constitutional entitlements, or any special desire to extend "liberty" as such. Rather, . the state is driven by the practical conclusion that the current regime creates negative externalities that the state desires to avoid-which it then does, by taking a more relaxed, less regulatory, less draconian view. And all of this is perfectly sensible for the state to do.
Under the Cohen thesis, however, insofar as there is no constitutional barrier on the state's relaxation or outright abandonment of any of these, laws (and surely there is none), Congress could itself evidently step in and could sweep all the same state laws aside-at least with (and maybe even without?) pretense of doing so as an exercise of authority under Section 5 to enforce the "Liberty" Clause of Section Of course, this is all true-artfully couched as it is with the appropriate (but merely nominal) nod to judicial review in its concluding observation. But it also quite begs the question (or, rather, asserts a premise that proves too much and is false). It is the Court's responsibility to strike down acts of Congress for which Congress can provide no authority to have enacted its will; this much Professor Tribe concedes. 7s The question comes around then, still again: pursuant to what authority was this act adopted? What "provision" in the Fourteenth Amendment does the RFRA "enforce"? It is given this power, not some other; there is no power given to Congress "to define" the content of the Fourteenth Amendment however it may like.
Congress is given power to "define the content" of certain things, to be sure-for example, the power to determine the "content" of the rules by which it operates.
79 Such provisions are twice instructive. They stand in contrast, not in parity, with the Fourteenth Amendment. They well indicate that Congress itself knows the difference. A mere rephrasing of Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, so to provide just such a power in Congress-"to define the content of rights provided in Section l"-is enough to make clear how utterly different it would look. And it makes clear how utterly implausible it is to suppose that any provision as thus proposed would-in 1868 or now-be ratified by the requisite number of states. so In Marbury itself, note it could perfectly well be said that Congress was merely "enforcing" (if now translated as "defining the content of') a provision in Article ITI-namely, the provision that sketches the judicial power and then vests it in one Supreme Court and such inferior courts as Congress may provide. s1 In vesting the judicial power in the Supreme Court, Article ill goes on to vest it in that Court partly as a matter of original jurisdiction (two kinds of cases are specified), and partly as a matter of appellate jurisdiction, then authorizing Congress to place within the court's original jurisdiction some additional cases it deems appropriate to so place, excepting them from its appellate jurisdiction, where they would otherwise have remained. Or so at least one could readily read Article lIT; such a reading would not be, in any obvious way, "unreasonable.,,82 And if all that is required is that the Court be able to see "a reasonable basis" for the reading (i.e., the interpretation or the rendering) Congress provided,s3 then in Marbury itself, the Court should have sustained the Judiciary Act provision that did precisely this very thing (though in its own view that reading of Article ITI was incorrect). As we know, however, the Court inquired into the constitutional interpretation on which the Judiciary Act depended for its validity; it took 80. See supra note 20 and accompanying text (noticing the rejection in Congress of a proposed draft of the Fourteenth Amendment that, even in its rejected terms, did not presume to confer this kind of power on Congress). Congress' view into account (always an appropriate matter to be sure); it disagreed with that interpretation (such as it was, as made by Congress); and it accordingly found that Congress had acted without authority (i.e., had acted in excess of any enumerated power) in providing as it had attempted to do.
In a larger sense, of course, the view that the Court should accept any "constitutional interpretation" of a clause that serves as a necessary predicate for some act of Congress whenever the Court can see "a reasonable basis" for that interpretation by Congress would at once virtually put an end to most of what makes the Supreme Court of the United States important-indeed, put an end to most of the institution of judicial review itself. For unless one can see at least a reasonable basis for a claim that some act or action by a state is contrary to some provision in the Constitution, the claim is unlikely to advance very far in the first place, much less advance to the Supreme Court.
To put the matter differently, it may correctly be said that we hardly need a Supreme Court just to rule on manifestly frivolous questions of constitutional law; rather, it is precisely in circumstances where "reasonable" people may (and do) differ that the unique resolving agency of the Supreme Court-to provide finality as well as stability-is most salient and most relevantly called upon to decide the matter. 84. The point was put perfectly well by Justice Jackson, a half century ago, in the excerpted quotation prefacing this Essay. It is appropriate to repeat it here:
The generalities of the Fourteenth Amendment are so indeterminate as to what state actions are forbidden that this Court has found it a ready instrument, in one field or another, to magnify federal, and incidentally its ovm, authority over the states. . . . There is no doubt that if there were a super-Supreme Court, a substantial proportion of our [decisions respecting what the states mayor may not do consistent with the Fourteenth Amendment] would also be reversed. We are not final because we are infallible, but we are infallible only because we are final. Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443, 534, 540 (1953) (Jackson, J., concurring). Obviously, Congress' ambition here is to deny that proposition, to declare that the Court is not "final" when it comes to saying what the states may not be permitted to do under the Fourteenth Amendment; rather, Congress is. And its ambition is to declare that if the Court will not read the "generalities" of the Fourteenth Amendment in a way satisfactory to ''magnify'' federal authority over the states, Congress will "reverse" the Court's decisions and so, as a super-Supreme Court, presume suitably to magnify that authority for itself.
D.
Then, too, there is Professor Robin-Vergeer's seductive rephrasing in her own conclusion (as an incident of which she quotes from Tribe), namely that:
Under settled case law and the best understanding of its role on the constitutional stage, Congress has the power to enact legislation augmenting fundamental constitutional values beyond the level of protection the Supreme Court would require as a matter of constitutional law and displacing conflicting state laws, regardless of whether the federal legislation seemingly "contradicts" the narrower Supreme Court precedent. 85 This, too, however, is essentially a mere figleaf of felicitous language (about "augmenting constitutional values") to make the RFRA go down with a spoonful of rhetorical sugar. The dead giveaway is discoverable in Professor Robin-Vergeer's use of the word "seemingly" -as though the matter were not one of any real difference at all. But that is plainly false. There is nothing merely "seemingly" contradictory here. The suggestion that perhaps "Supreme Court precedent" and the provisions of the RFRA are only seemingly at odds, but actually fully reconcilable, is belied on the face of the Act and in the President's own description of both its purpose and its intended effect. 86 But, here, too, let us try it out in text; let us provisionally rewrite Section 5 straightforwardly, to say, for example:
The Congress shall have power to enforce its view of this article by appropriate legislation. [Vol. 46:291 Or, if this seems somehow too strong, playing false to the more modest claim, then put it this way:
The Congress shall have power to enact legislation augmenting constitutional values it imputes to this article, and have such values as thus "augmented" by act of Congress applied as supreme law to regulate and to limit the states.
87
If Section 5 read this way, even the first way, or if Section 5 were even meant to be understood in this way (though it does not say so), one might agree that the RFRA might be valid. ss It does not read this way, however, nor does it even suggest the thought. And again, if it did, if one encountered it for the first time as a seriously proposed amendment, one would surely raise some critical and serious questions, would one not? E.
Still, to be sure, one can admit the Court itself may nevertheless interpolate such language (or invent such an "understanding") into the clause if it wishes; just as it may accept for itself a subordinate or even a sycophant role to Congress,S9 and further abandon federalism review.
90 It may do so, that is, despite the firm evidence that it was just this sort of substantive constitutional review (i.e., federalism review) that was most expected of the Supreme Court. It is-it was even 91 in Morgan itself-largely a con-87. (Though not to limit itself, except to such extent as Congress shall itself decide.
See supra note 56 for a review of this self-exempting feature of the RFRA.) 88. However, one says ''might'' (rather than "would") advisedly, because, of course, the RFRA does not necessarily rest on any actual view of Congress regarding the Fourteenth Amendment or of any of its provisions at all. It may rest, rather, merely on what Congress preferred from an enthusiasm of its own: to preferentially befriend "religion," moved merely, as Congress so often appears to be moved, by the most ordinary and usual politics of the day and nothing more sublime. There is nothing to suggest that Congress even inquired into the particular provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment in fashioning the RFRA.
89. Which, unquestionably, sustaining the RFRA would clearly signal-for the Act makes no bones about its claim of entitlement to set aside the finality of Supreme Court adjudications of constitutional clauses, asserting an entitlement to substitute its own.
90. In some measure, no doubt, the Court has already done this, moreover, begin- This view of Section 5, permitting Congress to "reverse" the Court's Fourteenth Amendment decisions, however, was quite adequately disposed of by Bickel himself, in his review of Morgan, three decades ago. 94 "Nothing is clearer about the history of the Fourteenth Amendment," he wrote, "than that its framers rejected the option of an open-ended grant of power to Congress to meddle with conditions \vithin the states so as to render them equal in accordance with its own notions." Rather, he noted, "the framers chose to write an amendment empowering Congress only to rectify inequalities put into effect by the states. Hence the power of Congress comes into play only when the precondition of a denial of equal protection of the laws by a state has been met.,, 95 Bickel frankly expressed surprise at the Court's "abdication" of its proper judicial function even in the lesser degree reflected in Morgan itself. Still, at the time, he managed to conclude on a suitably professional and cautious note. "One doubts," he wrote, "that a new trend has really been inaugurated.,,96 Three decades later, the Court having quite carelessly offered Congress encouragement to deem itself nearly unlimited in constitutional authority, it seems clear that some kind of trend was inaugurated. And so the question now, as the RFRA wends its way through the federal court system, is whether it has any end. A person whose religious exercise has been burdened in violation of this section may assert that violation as a claim or defense in a judicial proceeding and obtain appropriate relief against a government. Standing to assert a claim or defense under this section shall be governed by the general rules of standing under article III of the Constitution. § 2000bb-2. Definitions
As used in this chapter-(1) the term "government" includes a branch, department, agency, instrumentality, and official (or other person acting under color of law) of the United States, a State, or a subdivision of a State;
(2) the term "State" includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and each territory and possession of the United States; " (3) the term "demonstrates" means meets the burdens of going forward with the evidence and of persuasion; and (4) the term "exercise of religion" means the exercise of religion under the First Amendment to the Constitution.
